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Growing demands for data on mobile networks poses new challenges both in
spectral and energy efficiency of wireless communication systems. There has
been a surge in research activity in the field of energy efficient operation and
design of wireless communication networks along with some fundamental
studies on the bounds and analytical framework for this important research area.
In this presentation we will review the research area in general, identifying the
current boundary of knowledge and practice. We will review in detail the used
evaluation frameworks and metrics for this research and then follow on with more
detailed example scenarios how these frameworks and metrics have been used
to evaluate current systems. Link level energy efficiency techniques will be
summarised and an overview picture of network level approaches will be given.
This will be followed by an outlook for futuristic techniques and ideas that are
being pursued by leading researchers and research groups in the world research
community for energy efficient design of wireless communications.
Furthermore, the potential of wireless communication has been recognised for
improving the energy efficiency of users and individuals through persuasive
techniques. In this talk, these dual considerations for making wireless networks
energy efficient and then using them for making individual user’s behaviour more
energy efficient will be summarised and reviewed. Recent research and findings
will be presented and discussed.
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